4th May 2007
Mr G. Howard MP
Chair
Education and Training Committee
Parliament House
Spring Street
EAST MELBOURNE 3002
Dear Geoff,
RE: Uniform Inquiry
I commend the government’s uniform inquiry and giving parent the opportunity to voice their opinions.
There is a perception that parents have a say through their school council and the Education Department’s
Dress Code stipulates that a school dress code must be made in consultation with the school community. I
have personally found this is not the case.
I am concerned about the way this policy is administered, lack of accountability and the burdens placed on
families, placing public education out of the reach of many families.
I do not believe that all schools should have to have a uniform or that it should be compulsory in all
schools. There are many schools who have do not have uniforms and have not had an increase in truancy
or bad behaviour as a result.
One argument often presented in favour of school uniform is that it trains you for when you are in
employment. This is not necessarily the case and it is many of the lower paid jobs that uniforms are
required. The more educated people tend not wear uniforms. Then in occupations such as the police and
defence forces, nearly all personnel will wear uniforms even the superior officers.
Primary School
At our local primary school uniform is available, but not compulsory unless attending an excursion. This
alleviates the burden for many families, especially if clothing is in the wash. They also have the choice in
purchasing navy blue items elsewhere and wearing those. Also the old uniform with an older logo design
is still worn by some children. This means that families can use uniform from older siblings and friends,
keeping costs minimal. This system works well. All uniform supplied at the school is at a reasonable cost.
Secondary School
I generally support the idea of some sort of uniform for secondary school. My son started secondary
school at Whittlesea Secondary College this year and I have been quite surprised about the policies and
costs of school uniform. Therefore the following comments in this submission relate to these problems.
His school is very pedantic about uniform and they see this as the most important issue. Personally I
believe the issues of education, truancy and behaviour are more important. It doesn’t matter what uniform
the children wear, but if they are not behaving they will not learn and disrupt others from learning as well.
I have heard the statement several times from the senior staff that ‘Uniform is everything’.
Previously the school had a navy windcheater, gold polo shirt and navy pants. From 2006 the year 7s have
had to wear the new uniform where the main changes have been a navy woollen jumper, grey pants and
girls winter skirt.
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Last September I received a letter about uniform from the school and it was a complete surprise that I
would be forced to purchase a blazer and tracksuit for my son next year. These are items that I had not
budgeted for and consider the purchases an unnecessary and unreasonable.
Attending two school tours and an information night last year I was never informed that these items would
be required and in fact was told that the blazer was optional. When I filled in the enrolment application
forms in May, I was not notified of the changes to the uniform.
It appears that school made the previously optional blazer compulsory for year 7s and house captains to
improve the school image. I was told by the Business Manager that the blazer would make the children
feel better about themselves, and improve their behaviour. I fail to see how this will occur; in fact a blazer
will not stop truancy, bad behaviour or ensure children are educated. Previously the school had a class set
of blazer it could loan out for important occasions.
Discrimination
Year 7 is the only year level that is required to wear the blazer. All other year levels it is optional, other
than house captains.
In the Education Department Dress Code it stipulates that uniform is required ‘because it permits all
student to attend and be treated on an equal basis’. Therefore why would only year 7s be required to wear
the blazer?
Year 7s don’t like being forced to wear the blazer to and from school and at home group. It singles them
out as year 7s from the rest of the school and does not assist with their transition to secondary school.
They will often have comments from other students about it and the teachers will overhear it but not
reprimand the students concerned. If you want kids to wear it, you have to ensure the other students are
not giving them a hard time because of it.
Because of the high cost of these blazers the year 7s are wearing items several sizes too large to allow for
growth. This could also increase their chance of bullying.
Many of the larger children have found that that the blazer and the cut of the school pants extenuate their
size and are not flattering to their figure. This highlights them as a target for bullying and lowers self
esteem. Particularly girls have found that the grey pants are less flattering to the figure than the navy blue.
If the DET guidelines state that uniform creates equality, why are there different uniforms for those in
higher grades than for those in lower grades, creating a class difference?
It is discrimination to reprimand a year 7 for not wearing their blazer, but children in years 8-12 don’t
have to wear one.
Uniform costs
While some people may feel that the new uniform is more stylish, this comes at a cost. The woollen
jumper is twice the cost of the windcheater. To care for it properly you need to wash it separately from the
rest of the wash and it takes longer to dry. This also means that you need at least two jumpers, while two
windcheaters would have been easier to wash and dry at half the cost.
Last year we were expected to order blazers and tracksuits in October. This is unreasonable as boys can
have growth spurts that see them jump several sizes. It is inappropriate to send a child to school in clothes
allowing a large amount of growth, as it could make them a target for bullying. It could mean a child
grows so much in 18 months that it does not last till year 8. Many parents who put uniforms on lay-by at
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the same time, have found out that they are going to be lucky to see out the year before having to purchase
larger sizes. This increases cost to parents, uniform shop turnover and revenue for the school.
After attending two school tours in 2006 and a tour in 2005, I had specifically asked costs of uniform, fees
and books in an attempt to budget for our son’s start at secondary school. On both occasions I was told to
allow $800 for uniform, books, fees and camp. At the time I was surprised it was going to cost that much
at a government school.
In the schools letter of 11 September 2006 it stated that the uniform would be $460. A basic boys’ uniform
(1 each) of blazer, jumper, pants, short sleeved polo, polo sport, PE tracksuit, PE shirt and shorts is $466.
Add in shorts for summer and it is $506. A more realistic set of 2 jumpers, 1 blazer, 2 pants, 2 polos, 2
shorts, 1 PE tracksuit, 1 PE shirt and 1 PE shorts is $688. In addition to these expenses would be long
sleeved polos and/or t-shirt for winter, school bag, coat, shoes etc. Also the girls’ uniform would be more
expensive if purchasing the winter skirt or skirt and pants etc.
As a public school the school should have a responsibility to ensure that the costs do not create a financial
burden on families. It appears that in the budget announcement on 30th May 2006 of the $300 school start
bonus has seen increase in required items and actually negated the reason the government brought in the
bonus – to assist families with the high costs in sending children to secondary school. In the budget press
release it states ‘The payment will also help ensure children can begin their school lives from day one fully
equipped with everything they need to get the best possible start to school’. In fact school council only
made the decision to make the blazer and PE tracksuit compulsory after the announcement of the state
government school start bonus. Even accounting for the bonus and EMA received by some families the
basic costs would incur an out of pocket expense of $598. Also note the bonus will not be paid until after
the start of the school year and the EMA is paid in two instalments. Neither payment would be made prior
to when families would incur the expenses.
We would have been better off if the government had not brought in the school start bonus. After all we
shall have to purchase at least 2 blazers and tracksuits over the 6 yrs of schooling. The $300 is gone this
year and nothing left over for purchases in later years. So much for reducing the financial burden. Even
the school books are much higher than the $220 estimate given, it is over $400.
It is possible that the school reduced estimate for school uniform was presented to school council when
they made the decision to make the tracksuit and blazer compulsory. It was stated that at school council
that the costs at Whittlesea are comparable with other schools. I have found that the cost of basic item
each boys uniform (1 each) at Whittlesea is $506, Mill Park $345, Diamond Valley $414, and Yea $167.
The increases in school uniform over the last few years have been considerable. From October 2004 to
October 2005 the basic school uniform increased 27% with the introduction of the new uniform. Over the
two years with the introduction of the blazer and PE tracksuit there has been an increase of 175%!! In
other words 2.75 times the amount. A larger increase than the $300 school start bonus.
The navy pants had equivalents sold at other retails that were cheaper. Now the grey pants are available
only at the uniform shop and have the school initials on them, at greater cost. The blazer is dry clean only
which adds to the cost of keeping your child in uniform.
According to the DET Student Dress Code school councils implementing dress codes ‘made clear to
parents/guardians and students prior to enrolment ... cost and availability must reflect the capacity of
parents/guardians to provide them’. How is reasonable cost ascertained? Is it fair for a those middle
income earners and on dual incomes to decide what a reasonable cost for those on lower incomes. More
strict rules are required to ensure school keep uniform and other costs reasonable. Maybe we need a
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maximum cost that school must ensure they are under or require special approval from the minister to go
over this amount.
The increased cost to parents of the new uniform requirements is making public education unaffordable
for many parents. Whittlesea has housing commission houses in the town and many of these people could
not afford the high costs of sending the children to school. With the increase in fuel prices, interest rate
increases and the drought many families are under extra pressure. Many rural families on tank water were
buying water more often or purchasing for the first time. In our house we have not bought water in 15
years, but due to the drought did this summer.
At Whittlesea Secondary College there is proof that parents cannot afford the new school uniform in the
school newsletter of 18th October 2006. ‘Due to extremely high demand on new uniform from State
School's Relief, we have found it necessary to review the manner in which families apply for uniform
consideration.’ This was prior to applications from parents of Year 7 in 2007. If parents are eligible for
State School Relief, then does the school have the right to exclude applications on the basis that too many
people are applying? Surely this is proof that school uniform costs are creating a situation where more
parents are forced to rely on charity?
The basic cost of uniform, books, fees and camp for a year 7 would be at least $1330. This is an increase
of 66% of the estimated $800 provided to parents on school open day tours. The out of pocket expenses
for those receiving EMA would be over $620.
It seems that many public schools are trying for the private image and increasing costs. This is actually
making the cost of private education a more attraction option for those who can afford it.
The school states that it has a number of options for parents finding it difficult to purchase uniform, this
includes State Schools Relief, EMA, second hand uniforms, lay-by and payment plans. As already stated
there had been an increase in demand for State School Relief. State Schools Relief will not fund the
tracksuit and blazer as they consider them non essential items. Also when items were obtained from State
School Relief you still had to pay the difference between the amount provided and the Uniform Shop
price. I wonder if this was the difference between what State School Relief considers to be a reasonable or
cost price to the school and the difference was the school’s profit margin.
With the EMA the school directs that the school portion to the fees must go to the voluntary fees. This is
in contrast to the government policy that states the school cannot direct what the EMA payment is used
for. In years 7 and 8 none of the subject are electives, so they cannot be a curriculum fee. This also means
that parents do not have the option of directing where their EMA is spent. This also means that parents
cannot use the EMA to offset uniform, books or camps cost and pay the fees later in the year when there is
not such a heavy demand on cash flow.
There were very few second hand blazers as they part of the new uniform only been in existence a short
time and optional. Lay-by or payment plans still means you have to pay for it some time. Low income
earners will still find the cost a burden. With any of these options has the Education Department enforced
its requirement that school uniform cost and availability must reflect the capacity of parents/guardians to
provide them?
The school did have one option for parents unwilling to purchase a blazer. Late last year I had phone call
from Rosemary Hall, Business Manager with an offer to pay for the year 7 camp if I purchased the blazer.
Not expecting this offer I inquired for more information and was told that they had asked for extra money
from Whittlesea Rotary for students going on camp. I am aware that organisations like Rotary will assist
to ensure children are not disadvantaged because of their parents’ financial situation for camps etc. I found
the issue of the school using bribery and expecting a charity to pay for it offensive.
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If an item of school uniform is lost there is an added cost to the parent and the inconvenience of having to
rush our and purchase a replacement. One year 7s jumper disappeared from the sports changing room and
they tried several times to access the lost property to see if it had been handed in. When the parent visited
the school and asked to see lost property, they were told we don’t have much. With a 1000 children at the
school this was surprising and was told that usually someone else steals it. The issue of lost or misplaced
items must be factored in for the cost of uniforms for parents.
Uniform Availability
At the school council meeting when one of the councillors asked the mark up on uniform he was told it is
mainly 10%, sometimes 20%. This information conflicts with the Profit and Loss Statement 2005 that all
school councillors should be familiar with. It states that the net profit was $26,634.22 and mark up
achieved 32.65%. There was a statement that the manager’s wages need to be considered, these are
already factored into the profit statement, with the majority being reimbursed by DET Central Payroll.
One of the prime reasons for school having their own uniform shops was to keep costs to parents down.
This not the case at Whittlesea Secondary College.
According to the school Annual Report ‘The College’s Uniform Shop is fully stocked where the profit
margin is kept to a minimum. Any small profit is returned to the College for the purchase of equipment.’ I
hardly call this a minimum profit and if the school is using it for fundraising they need to openly declare
this to the school community.
In fact with the blazer and tracksuit being made compulsory for Year 7s the cost to parents would be
$34,000, creating a profit to the school of around $10,000. This is without the purchases from existing
students which must be in the new uniform by the beginning of Term 3. Is the real motive for school
uniform, changes to the uniform and increased items required the profit to the school? Why the school
can’t compromise and if they insist on the blazer and tracksuit being compulsory sell them at cost price?
At Whittlesea Secondary College any parts of the uniform that are not purchased through the college will
be considered out of uniform. Even if I purchase grey pants of the same colour elsewhere at reduced cost.
This seems to be a form of monopoly and one I believe would be against Education Department
guidelines. It could be taken that we even have to purchase socks from the school uniform shop.
The Education Department has allowed schools to monopolise their uniform supplies. Whittlesea
Secondary School has put the initials WSC on the back pocket of its pants and shorts, so we have to
purchase from their shop. I can purchase the same pants or shorts with no initials direct from the
manufacture at a 25% saving. The school would be purchase the clothing in larger quantity, therefore a
cheaper price than the over counter sale. The only reason for this policy must be the school profit margin.
The PE shorts sell at uniform shop for the same price that I can buy them at major sports stores, which
have high mark-up. Therefore the school has a considerable mark-up on these items. The gold polo worn
regularly and the white polo for PE are the same price of $27. Even though the gold polo is not a standard
colour and of a higher quality. Does this mean the mark up on the PE polo is greater?
I have been told by Jan Volkman, Northern Metropolitan office that a school put initials on their socks so
the parents must purchase socks through the uniform shop. Surely this is an example of too much power in
the schools.
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Quality
Considering the high cost of school uniforms and the argument that is cheaper than wearing other clothes,
parents should be guaranteed value for money and quality.
Many parents who have had children measured last October for years 7 this year are finding that will be
lucky to last the year. Some parents have found the quality of some items have been a serious problem.
One mother had to return her son’s jumper at the beginning of term 2. The neckline was falling apart (see
photograph below). Considering the hot weather we have been having, he had not even worn it for the
whole term, probably equivalent to three or four weeks. The school refused to replace it with a jumper of
the same brand, instead giving her one of older stock.
A senior boy was sent home one day because his pants were falling apart at the crutch. This could be an
embarrassing problem. Surely the school could have given him another pair out of the uniform shop to
wear for the rest of the day. Considering their initials are on them they know they were purchased from
them and surely they have responsibility to guarantee the quality.
The school has even admitted that their first batches of grey pants there were problems with the quality.
Particularly when the school has a policy that uniform must be in good condition, they have the
responsibility to ensure the quality is of a high standard.

Practicality
The blazer is too hot to wear in summer and not a suitable coat replacement for winter when children are
catching buses on country roads (as the majority of children do). There are very few bus shelters. Many
private schools that have blazers allow children to leave it home in hot weather, only enforcing it in terms
2 and 3. My son has been expected to wear his blazer on days while the teachers are in summer shirts.
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In fact in late March we had the hottest overnight temperature for that time of the year on record.
Common sense would normally say it is unreasonable for children to be wearing a blazer. In fact his class
was made put on their blazers for home group, while their teacher was wearing a shirt. The room was hot
and stuffy. Does a child have to faint before someone takes notice?
Surely if we expect children to wear blazers then we should expect a standard of dress for teachers. If they
expect a blazer to be worn in hot weather they should be wearing a jacket, not shirt sleeves.
More suitable lockers where blazers can be hung up are required. It is unrealistic to expect children to turn
inside out, roll up and place in a bag (as instructed by uniform shop). I would not expect teachers to have
to do this with their suit jackets!
In areas such as Kinglake there are no dry cleaning outlets and in Whittlesea it is sent away. One uniform
supplier suggest if items get wet (e.g. pants), do not clean immediately, dry for 48 hours before washing.
This reinforced the need of more than one item.
All items of school cleaning need to be machine washable and easy care. If school expect students to be in
uniform, this will assist parents in being able to fulfil this role.
Also children are carrying so many books in the bags each day to school, no wonder that many can’t walk
or ride to school. Their bags are heavy and could create back problems later in life. My son has found that
on hot days he could not fit his books, PE uniforms, jumper and blazer into his bag to carry home.
Carrying items also increases the chances of loosing items.
A decision needs to be made whether school uniform considered to be clothing of the school colours or
does it have to be a particular supply and with logos?
Facial Piercing
Whittlesea Secondary School has a ban on facial piercing and I fully support this policy.
Enforcement
I am concerned about the disciplinary measures to be taken if student does not have all the uniform.
Whittlesea Secondary College has a history of excluding children from school if they are not incorrect
uniform. If a child is not wearing the correct footwear (black shoes or boots), they are prevented from
attending classes. They have to do their work outside the offices or wear a loan pair of shoes, which is
against health regulations. I can understand runners would not be able to be worn at practical work for
safety reasons, e.g. woodwork.
After the February 2005 storm one child’s shoes had become wet due to the unusual weather
circumstances. Considering the children from parts of Whittlesea, Kinglake and Humevale could not
attend school as the rivers had broken their embankment and water had made the bridges unsafe to cross.
The mother felt that even if her child could not wear her shoes she should be at school, so she took her
child to school and explained the circumstances. She was not allowed to attend any classes if she stayed at
school.
Another mother had ordered a new pair of shoes for her daughter, because she could not get the correct
size. She rang the school before the year started and explained that they were on order and she had hoped
to have them by the first day of school, if not she would have them in the first few days. On the first day
of school for the year, without correct shoes her daughter was forced to spend the school day outside the
office. It seems that ordinary runners or other coloured shoes are not accepted as a substitute even with a
note from a parent, even on a short term basis.
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The school’s policy is that they can prevent a child entering the classroom, as long as they are not
disadvantaging their education. I cannot understand their reasoning as being excluded from class
ostracises a child. What if a child misses out on the instruction on a particular subject and is forever
behind? Do we under value the presence of teacher, that work can be completed from a text book just the
same. Are the teachers prepared redo this topic again the next day for the student prevented from attending
class? Would the Principal and Vice Principal answer questions and teach a child what they are missing
out on?
Knowing this is the policy it seems a waste of time to send your child to school if they are unable to wear
their school shoes. I am sure there are circumstances that where a child, either has a major illness in the
family, accident or domestic violence, where a child has had to stay unexpectedly away from their home
and may not have remembered their school uniform. In these situations being ostracised from the
classroom could further compound the distress to the child.
The school has a policy of grey or white socks only. My son has a medically diagnosed colour vision
problem. This is a condition that we have not made a fuss of. When explaining the situation to the
Assistant Principal all I was told that ‘uniform is everything’. All I can see that if my son was to
accidentally put on his blue socks one morning instead of grey and they told him off, he would probably
be left wondering aren’t they grey? The suggestion that I should only have grey socks and get rid of other
colours is ridiculous. Also teenage boys don’t want their mothers to dress them.
I have asked in writing several times, but have not been informed of the disciplinary procedures for Year
7s not wearing a blazer. I have been told it will be in student handbook, which lists ‘detention, offenders
may be sent home or not admitted to class’. Another statement from the Principal in will be up to
individual house or year level co-ordinator. Students have been told it could be up to four lunchtime
detentions. This seems excessive when you may only receive one detention for misbehaving in class. The
only other offence listed in the handbook that has a four lunchtime detentions (suspension for 2nd offence)
is being out of school bounds or leaving school without permission. I do not see the both offences are of
equal severity.
Originally students were only going to have to wear the blazer to and from school, now it is at home group
as well. Currently at the school we have four different uniform combinations. Year 7s in new uniform with
blazer, year 8s in new uniform with no blazer, 8-11 in old uniform with some in new uniform and year 12s
new uniform, but white shirts, some with blazers and most without. How can it be OK to punish a Year 7
for not having a blazer, but the other student Years 8-12 standing next to them does not have to have a
blazer? The school has clearly stated that they see it as an act of defiance. Why punish a child for their
parent’s inability to pay?
Even in year 7 the five different classes are treated differently. My son’s class is expected to wear it to
home group, even hot weather. While other classes they have not been so strict with. The school has run a
competition with the class with the most year 7s wearing their blazers, gets hot chips bought for their
lunch. This form of bribery seems to go against the new healthy food policy.
If blazers are part of the school’s policy to improve discipline, how will this be achieved? There are many
forms of discipline and one of those is self discipline. Forcing children to wear blazers does not achieve
this, instead it stifles children into a situation that makes them endure discrimination, making them
conform, but not giving them choice in the situation. Discipline comes with choice, not with an absence of
choice!
Uniform at this school certainly does not prevent the stream of children leaving the school grounds after
home group. Not all can be VCE with study sessions. None of the children I have seen leaving the grounds
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have been sneaking out or concerned about being caught. Some students walking straight past the front
office.
After a meeting with the Principal last year, when I was at my car I observed a girl in casual dress walk
into the school grounds and was with a group of children who were probably smoking next to an LPG
tank. Obviously the girl was not meant to be there and the students were not either. It could be possible
that they could have been smoking more than cigarettes. I rang the school on by mobile to alert them to
the situation. At no time did any staff member come and investigate this situation. Therefore the existence
of a school uniform to alert schools to unauthorised people being on grounds is useless, unless you
actually go and look.
Exemptions
To purchase the cotton equivalent of the wool jumper, you must have a medical certificate. Where is the
parents’ decision in this matter? My son starting year 7 does not have skin condition that would grant him
a certificate. My younger son could qualify. My logic was to purchase a cotton jumper so that could be
passed to my younger son. I was not allowed to buy the cotton jumper, even though it is the same colour
and appearance as the wool jumper. I was told that by the Business Manager the jumper would probably
wear out before I could pass it on. Where is the value for money in this? Is the reason for a medical
certificate the lower profit margin on the cotton jumpers?
The Principal of Whittlesea Secondary refuses to grant exemptions, even though I was told that by
Northern Metropolitan office that they must be granted, especially on financial grounds. I applied prior to
the start of the school year for an exemption from the blazer on financial grounds. This was denied, but
they did give me a blazer. I would have preferred not to accept the blazer, but felt that I had little choice.
My son was afraid that he would be put out of class if he did not have one. This does not assist all the
other parents who are struggling to pay for a blazer.
Community Consultation
The Education Department requires that schools amending dress codes should this in close consultation
with its school community and provide ongoing information about its implementation. It should be made
clear to parents/guardians and students prior to enrolment.
After attending two school tours and an information evening I was only told the blazer was optional. I am
also concerned that I was expected to sign a form to confirm our child’s in October agreeing to the Code
of Conduct, Welfare and Uniform Polices without being provided a copy of these items. Surely this does
not comply with the DET guidelines. Having to sign documents agreeing to policies that have not been
provided, cannot be legally taken as acceptance of these policies, especially when undue pressure to sign
was used. When signing noting that the documents were not provide, we were sent more forms and told
they would not be accepted if we made any notations on the form.
If the blazer and PE tracksuit were optional and if the school has the support of the community it suggests
there would be a high take up of these items. Also parents would have the option of deferring this expense
towards winter when the items would be more in use.
I believe that these requirements have not been met because of the 2006 school community were unaware
of the requirements for Year 7s in 2007. In fact the school community saw these extra items only ever as
optional. Attempts to obtain copies of forum minutes and information from surveys have been ignored by
the school. Parents have told me that one thing mentioned at the forums is that these items should be
optional. The school stated at one stage that the forum notes no longer existed and all they could provide
is dates of meetings. I have obtained copies of two meeting notes from a parent, which should the blazer
as optional (see attached). In the school newsletter it did not inform the school community of the uniform
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requirement for Year 7s till November. Many of the school community also did not realise that they were
going to have to change to the new school uniform mid this year. Many parents thought there child could
finish in their existing uniform, especially those in years 11 and 12 this year.
I query the procedure that school council is using to pass these items. They are receiving a series of
reports and passing them as received. In any other organisation items that come up in these reports would
then be discussed and important motions to be passed on a separate basis. The tracksuit was passed
independently, but not the blazer (see attached). Does the school council regard the blazer as an
unimportant issue that it does not deal with it separately? Principal has stated that all reports were received
and passed from the sub committees together. There are no minutes at the sub committee as it is an
informal meeting, with notes only.
In October 2006 the school classed measurements for blazers and tracksuits as support. Many who have
where measured had not paid deposits and have only done so as they felt they had no choice.
If the school has fully consulted with the school community, why does it not enforce the blazer for the
whole school community when they move to the new uniform, not just year 7s or from the beginning of
2008? If there was so much support for the blazer being compulsory why then is the rest of the school
being given two years notice to have blazers. Even then in 2009 it will only be compulsory for Y7-10 and
school leaders. Therefore the school community of 2006 who were consulted about the uniform changes,
the year 7s (now 8) are the only ones who will ever have to wear the blazer. The consultation was held
with a community about a policy they will never have to endure.
After speaking with Jan Volkman, Northern Metropolitan it seems that all the school has to do is hold a
few meetings and class this as consultation. It does not mean they have to go by a majority decision. I
actually asked that she meant they could hold a few meeting and do what they like, to which she agreed.
Most times the discussion about school uniforms is only about colour and styles of proposed uniforms, no
discussion on enforcement issues will be discussed even with school council.
Then after telling us that the tracksuit was compulsory and all year 7 parents purchasing one. They have
now stated to the Education Department that is not compulsory, only if you are attending sport elsewhere
representing the school. Many of us thought that our children would wear this for PE in winter. It seems
that they may not be able and the PE teachers expect them to wear shorts. The school had whole school
sport day at another venue and we expected this is where they would wear their tracksuit. Instead they
were wearing house colours. Therefore they have made their profit by not being honest about when it was
to be worn or the indecision about whether it is compulsory. I would like to be able to take it back for a
refund, then only purchase if required, but I have already marked my son’s name on it. If the school had so
much consultation and support, why the change of policy?
Response
After meeting with the Principal and Assistant Principal in October 2006, two other parents and myself
were told that if we did not agree with the policies not provided to us, our forms would not be accepted
and we should send our children elsewhere. This is unaccepted when we are zoned for this school and
have limited options anyway.
I had contacted the Northern Metropolitan office and did meet with Jan Volkman. I found even though she
was to get back to me, I was continually telephoning her to get an answer. At one stage she said wait and
see what the school council does at their meeting. The matter was held over till the next meeting. At one
stage I was waiting two weeks for her reply, and then when I finally spoke to her she had forgotten the
things she was going to find out for me.
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Then there is the problem of the Northern Metropolitan office delays in answering our letters. All through
this process we have been stalled and waiting responses. If these are the problems that are expected when
you send you child to secondary school, why isn’t more being done to support parents. Is it unreasonable
to expect a reply from the Regional Director in less than a month? If he has looked into it and made a
decision, shouldn't he write to parents to notify them of this? Why did he delay sending a written response
till a few days before Christmas, knowing schools would be on holidays for four weeks? His letters did not
answer very many of our questions. It only stated we should discuss the issue with the school Principal.
After two meetings with her, being yelled at by her, I told the Northern Metropolitan office I was not
prepared to do that unless one of their staff members were present. At no time was this done. In fact I had
to put everything in writing, but there is no onus on the school or DET office to also do this. I could speak
twice to Jan Volkman and be given a different verbal story each time. If DET had proof of the school
consultation then why weren’t we shown this? The matter could have been sorted out much sooner.
School Council
I have read statements when this inquiry was announced that parents already had their say on uniforms
through their school council. This is certainly not the case. The policy of the Victorian Government
supporting the central role of parents is not put into practice. The Whittlesea Secondary’s school council
even has the Assistant Principal in a parent position. What hope has the parents have of having a say when
school council is made up of the Principal, Assistant Principals, Business Manager, staff and three
community members (who parents do not get to vote for). It is obvious the five parent members can easily
be voted against.
I went to school council in good faith and took their word they would discuss the issue as promised to us
at the October meeting. After attending the meeting on 9th November I am disappointed by their conduct.
Their behaviour to members of the school council who asked for it to be discussed as per the previous
minutes, was disrespectful and a great example for students of how not to behave. There is a Code of
Conduct for school council and senior staff were not abiding by this.
The 18 parents attending the meeting were not welcomed or acknowledged during the meeting. Arriving
at the school we were confronted with locked doors and the school council was obviously in discussions.
The President came out to tell us they were about to tour the wetlands project and we were welcome to
come along. Why they could not have done this earlier is unknown?
After their tour we were told by the President we were observers only and would be removed if we
interrupted. I asked weren't we getting the opportunity to speak. I was told we had been given that
opportunity last meeting and were told then we could only come back as observers. If we didn't like it
leave. This is incorrect we were never told this and one parent had been specifically told by the Principal
that they could come along and speak. We were told we would have the opportunity to present letters. It
seems this was tactics that they hoped we would leave. The Northern Metropolitan office was aware we
were only going to be allowed as observers, but never mentioned it. Even though I spoke to Jan Volkman
earlier that day.
They started the meeting and when they discussed correspondence incoming. One of the school
councillors had to query that they did not have copies of all the correspondence. The Principal read out
some that had not been copied, selectively paraphrasing. No opportunity for parents to present letters
happened during the meeting. I found out later a letter of mine and at least two others were never included.
Who knows how many other did not get passed onto school council.
At one stage they switched off the air conditioning, leaving us in stuffy cramped room. There were not
enough seats for all the parents attending, nor an offer to get them a seat. Eventually they got to our issue
at approx. 8.45pm. Our issue came up as a motion by one of the subcommittees on uniform, to support the
existing motion. We spent at least 20 minutes while one school councillor had to argue that it should not
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be as part of the motion and it should be discussed as stated in the previous minutes. Also that how had we
jumped from the report to General Business?
The school councillor who tried his best to acknowledge the parents visiting and the issue was howled
down. Told he had to argue the case against, not discuss the issue as he had requested. A teacher also
stated that the minutes clearly said the issue would be discussed. Another school councillor who had
previously voted against the blazer tried to ask if there could be a compromise, but this was dismissed.
In the end they held up the original decision, but all the parents are disgusted with their rudeness,
unwillingness to discuss the issue and the whole white wash of the issue. Especially the treatment of
anyone on school council who tried to ask questions.
We wasted our time writing letters and attending the meeting. I had another meeting to be at which I had
hoped they would deal with our issue first so I could still get to the other meeting. I know it was all tactics
on their part and totally allowable, but certainly not working with parents. Especially as DET suggests that
the home-school partnership was important.
During all these discussions I have been particularly disappointed in the attitude of the Principal that if we
don’t like send your child elsewhere. Even a letter from Wayne Craig stated we may need to make
alternative arrangements. This is our closest secondary school (16kms) and the only one we qualify for
transport to. The only other public school we have a bus to is over 50kms away, there are limited spaces
on the bus and we have to pay for it. After the November school council meeting, all positions for this bus
would have been allocated on a first in basis. The only other schools we have transport to are private
schools who had already allocated their positions for 2007.
Conclusion
There is a growing trend for school to follow the example of Whittlesea and have the private look to
improve its image. Uniform is not how most parents decide on a school. Every time someone is in the
streets of Whittlesea and see lots of students walking out of school they do not walk away with a
favourable image. I know many parents who will not send their child to this school because of this
problem. We send our children to be educated and would prefer that school concentrates on creating a
suitable learning environment free from disruptive behaviour, harassment and bullying. I have spent 12
years teaching my child that it is not the outward appearance that counts, but what is on the inside that
counts. What right does school have to destroy that?
School council does have the authority to establish the school dress code, but they should not ignore their
responsibilities in doing so. They are required ensure that parents are fully informed of the dress code
prior to enrolment. Ensure consultation with the school community. The garments cost must reflect the
capacity of parents/guardians to provide them.
Currently we only have guidelines, which means that schools are free to ignore them. We need regulations
and an Education Department that is prepared to enforce them and listen to the concerns of parents. Public
education needs to be brought back to an affordable level for all. The spirally costs need to reduced to do
this. The Education Department needs to have maximum figures for schools for uniform, fees, books and
camps. If schools are over this they should have to apply to the minister for approval.
Thank you for the opportunity to submit my submission and I would be happy to answer any questions. I
can be contacted on 5786
5661.
Phone
Number Supplied
Yours faithfully,
Mrs Bev Johns
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School Council Minutes 15th June 2006
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